This paper describes the MCV image labeling algorithm which is a (semi-) hierarchical algorithm commencing with a partition made up of single pixel regions and merging regions or subsets of regions using a Markov random field (MRF) image model. It is an example of a general approach to computer vision called concurrent vision in which the operations of image segmentation and image classification are carried out concurrently. The output of the MCV algorithm can be a simple segmentation partition or a sequence of partitions which can provide useful information to higher level vision systems. In the case of an autoregressive Gaussian MRF the evaluation of sub-images for homogeneity is computationally inexpensive and may be effected by a hardwired feed-forward neural network. The merge operation of the algorithm is massively parallelizable. While being applicable to images (i.e. 2D signals), the algorithm is equally applicable to 1D signals (e.g. speech) or 3D signals (e.g. video sequences)
Introduction
The concurrent vision approach formulated by Mashford et al. in [1, 2] is based on the idea that image segmentation and classification can be carried out concurrently using a hierarchical algorithm which generates a multiresolution partition tree. A particular instance of this approach utilizing Markov random fields (MRFs) to define a criterion for region homogeneity was described in [3] and called Markov concurrent vision (MCV).
MRFs have been used for many years in computer vision applications [4, 5, 6] . Dawoud and Netchaev [6] proposed a merge-based algorithm using MRFs for segmentation commencing with a partition obtained by watershed algorithm over-segmentation and using the Canny edge detector to guide the merge process. Alpert et al. [7] and Sharon et al. [8] describe an approach which utilizes hierarchical aggregation from a partition formed from single-pixel regions as in [1] . Approaches to concurrent segmentation and classification are described in [9, 10] .
The present paper describes a modification and improvement [11] of the MCV algorithm, which may be called sequential MCV, or simply MCV. The improved algorithm is faster and more effective than the original MCV algorithm. The MCV algorithm outputs a sequence of partitions (or superpixel sets [5] ) which may be useful to higher level vision systems because of their dynamic multiresolution scene representation and also because their structure, which is more elaborate than a simple segmentation, allows incremental processing of video sequences. It provides greater functionality for higher level vision systems and provides a natural framework for generating high-level object representations at all scales and for implementing the content-based scalability requirement of the MPEG video standard.
The second section of this paper describes the (sequential) MCV algorithm, while Section 3 describes the MRF image evaluation criterion used by MCV. Some results of applying the algorithm are presented in section 4 and the paper concludes with the final section.
Hierarchical representation of pixel-based low level vision systems
The simplest low-level vision system is formed by thresholding intensity and then carrying out connected component labeling. More generally, a low level vision system may operate by means of a pixel classifier γ : X → C where X = {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , n} is the image lattice and C = ∅ is a finite set of classification labels e.g. for a simple foreground/background classification C = {0, 1}. The set of all regions of interest (ROIs) or objects in the image is taken to be
where, for any S ⊂ X, Comp(S) denotes the set of connected components of S. Thus the objects in the image are taken to be the connected components of the sets of constant classification by γ. The classifier γ may act only on the pixel values of its argument or, more generally, it may act on features extracted from a neighborhood of its argument. Since Π c = Comp(γ −1 (c)) is a partition of γ −1 (c) for all c ∈ C and
We may describe a hierarchical algorithm for generating Π by describing a hierarchical algorithm for generation of Comp(S) for all S ⊂ X and then applying the algorithm to γ −1 (c) for all c ∈ C. For any set Ω let P (Ω) denote the power set of Ω, thus P (Ω) (also denoted as 2 Ω ) is the collection of all subsets of Ω. Also let
is the neighborhood of 0 defining the neighbourhood relation with respect to which connected components are being computed. For the work of this paper we take W 0 to be the usual 9-neighbourhood (including the point 0). For S ⊂ X define the operator M :
where
It is straightforward to show that the operator M has the following properties: P1: If x ∈ S and Λ is a partition of S then M (x, Λ) is a partition of S which is coarser than Λ. P2: If x ∈ S and Λ is a collection of connected regions then M (x, Λ) is a collection of connected regions.
We define the hierarchical algorithm for connected component labeling as follows. Algorithm 1:
Initialize Λ = {{x} : x ∈ S}, S = S and then carry out the following procedure. While S = ∅,
The algorithm must terminate because |S| ≤ |X| < ∞. By Properties P1 and P2 the evolving partition Λ describes a tree of partitions of S into connected sets.
We will show, using proof by contradiction, that after the termination of the algorithm Λ = Comp(S). To this effect suppose that ξ ∈ Λ final and ξ is not a connected component. Then ∃η ⊃ ξ such that η = ξ and η ∈ Comp(S). Choose x ∈ ξ, y ∈ η\ξ such that y ∈ S 0 (x). Let Λ be the evolving partition at the time when x is chosen in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Then S 0 (x) ⊂ M 1 (x, Λ) and so S 0 (x) is contained in ζ for some ζ ∈ Λ final . Since x ∈ ξ it follows that ζ = ξ and so S 0 (x) ⊂ ξ which contradicts the fact that y∈ /ξ.
It follows from this result that the final partition of S generated by Algorithm 1 is independent of the choices that are made in executing the algorithm.
The sequential MCV image labeling algorithm
Let V be the set of values taken by pixels. Therefore an image can be considered as a map ω :
is the set of RGB triples. More generally V may be a set of vectors of multispectral components or feature vectors.
Define a point x ∈ X to be a boundary point of a region R ⊂ X if
Suppose that we have a connected window W ⊂ Z 2 containing the origin (such as a rectangle or disc centered at the origin), and an evaluation procedure E : Ω(R) → {0, 1} for all regions R ⊂ W where Ω(R) is the set of all images on R (Ω(R) = {ω : R → V }),
We also suppose that we have a permutation π pixels of the pixels in the image lattice X and also a second window Ψ ⊂ Z 2 . The simplest example of such a permutation is obtained by carrying out raster scan on X, while a more useful permutation is a random permutation. The MCV algorithm operates on a number of levels from level = 1 to level = max level. At each level the pixels in X are selected sequentially according to π pixels . If a selected pixel x bounds one or more regions in the evolving partition Π then the image ω in the window (x+W )∩X is evaluated for homogeneity. If E(ω| (x+W )∩X ) = 1 then Π is updated using the following procedure. Compute the region
and the collections M 2 (x, Π) and M 3 (x, Π) of regions defined by
and update
We have presented the merge operation defined by Eqn. 7-9 in a manner which is independent of representation of partitions by image labelings. In a practical implementation of this operation in which partitions are represented by image labelings the operation has a simple form, which, clearly, must be invariant under change to an equivalent labeling. In such an implementation the window (x + Ψ) ∩ X is scanned and the label of each pixel y ∈ (x + Ψ) ∩ X is set to the label of x if its label is in the set of labels of pixels in (x + W 0 ) ∩ X. This operation is clearly parallelizable and the speedup would be significant if the merge window Ψ is large. We consider a class of vision systems described by specifying
2. a sequence Ψ 1 ⊂ Ψ 2 ⊂ . . . Ψ n levels ⊂ Z 2 of merge windows 3. evaluation functions E i : Ω(R) → {0, 1} for all R ⊂ W i and i = 1, . . . , n levels
The vision system operates by the following algorithm
2. for i = 1 to n levels for j = 1 to mn (a) if π pixels (j) is a boundary pixel then evaluate ω in the window (π pixels (j)+ W i ) ∩ X (b) if it is homogeneous then update Π according to the procedure described above
It is natural for the window sizes to increase as the region sizes increase. In order to apply this algorithm it is necessary to have specified windows W 0 , and W i and Ψ i for i = 1, . . . , max level, and evaluation maps E i for i = 1, . . . , max level. The algorithm is not strictly hierarchical because regions may split as well as merge in going from one level to the next. However it may be described as essentially hierarchical or semihierarchical, it is eventually strictly hierarchical as the merge window size becomes large enough.
Markov image evaluation
We are given some window W and a region R ⊂ W (R will usually be equal to W but may be a proper subset of W if the point at which the window is located is sufficiently close to the edge of the image). We want to be able to evaluate images ω : R → V . The approach taken in MCV for image evaluation is that we assess images with respect to a Markov random field (MRF) image model.
Let {G x } be a neighborhood system on R. Then an MRF on R with respect to {G x } is an (ergodic) stochastic process {Φ x } with state space Ω(R) such that
If {Φ x } is an MRF then, by the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, there are potential functions V C : Ω(C) → R for all C ∈ Λ where Λ is the set of all cliques in G = {G x } and R denotes the set of real numbers, such that the equilibrium distribution π : Ω(R) → R on Ω(R) (joint distribution) associated with {Φ x } is given by
where U (ω) for ω ∈ Ω(R) is given by
T > 0 is a constant and Z(T ) > 0 is a normalizing constant given by
T is called the temperature, U : Ω(R) → R is called the energy function and Z : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is called the partition function. The probability measure π is the Boltzmann distribution associated with the energy function U and therefore a stochastic process with equilibrium distribution π can be obtained using the Metropolis algorithm.
An image ω ∈ Ω(R) can be evaluated, or assessed, by computing π(ω). If π(ω) is high then the image ω is likely to be produced by the MRF process while if π(ω) is low then the image ω is unlikely to be produced by the MRF process. If we choose a threshold τ ∈ [0, 1] then we can define an evaluation map E : Ω(R) → {0, 1} by
It is straightforward to show that for all τ ≥ 0, there exists a ρ ∈ R such that for all ω ∈ Ω(R), π(ω) ≥ τ ⇔ U (ω) ≤ ρ. It is natural to take τ =< π >, where < π > denotes the expected value of π(ω) for ω ∈ Ω(R) according to the MRF {Φ x }. Thus image evaluation can be carried out, for some T > 0, if we have specified an energy function U : Ω(R) → R and have determined an energy threshold ρ = ρ(T ).
It is natural to use an autoregressive stochastic process for evaluating sub-images for homogeneity. Suppose that we have weights
e.g. θ x (y) = |G x | −1 , ∀x ∈ R, y ∈ G x . Then there is associated an autoregressive stochastic process for which we can write
where (x) is a stochastic error term. If V is a set of vectors, V ⊂ R b (where b is the number of bands) , then an energy function U : Ω(R) → R associated with such an autoregressive process is
U defines an energy function in the sense defined above with respect to the neighbourhood system G (2) defined by
The equilibrium distribution can be written as
This is Gaussian in the vector of deviations from the weighted sum of neighboring values. Therefore the MRF associated with U is called an autoregressive Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF). Suppose that G is a neighborhood system on Z 2 . Then a sequence {W i } of windows can be defined in a natural way by W i = G (i) where G (i) are the neighborhood systems for Z 2 defined recursively by
In other words the G (i) are obtained by successive dilations with respect to the structuring element G starting from W 1 = G. This sequence of windows can be placed to form a multiresolution image pyramid. An image ω i+1 : W i+1 → V can be viewed at a lower resolution on W i as the image ω i : W i → V defined by
An approach to evaluating an image ω i : W i → V is to lower the resolution by i−1 steps to obtain an image ω 1 : W 1 → V and then to evaluate ω 1 using Markov image evaluation. This form of image evaluation can be implemented as a feed-forward neural network by constructing a pyramidal neural network with connections from nodes y ∈ G x in W i+1 to x in W i and giving each such connection a weight θ x (y). Two more layers and a threshold unit can be used to effect the image evaluation of the lowest resolution image.
The output of the MCV system is a multiresolution sequence of partitions. After being processed to determine additional structures such as feature vectors and classifications for the regions in the partition sequence structure it may be passed to high level vision systems.
Some results of testing the MCV algorithm
For the experiments presented below the window Ψ i was taken to be a square of side length 2r i + 1 where r i = 2
i pixels for i = 1, . . . , max level. A random permutation of the pixels in the image lattice can be computed offline and read from a file by the algorithm if it is to operate on images of known fixed size, otherwise raster scan can be used. The algorithm was found to be more efficient when a random permutation was used. Typically a good segmentation is achieved using max levels = 9 with a random permutation as opposed to requiring max levels = 11 if raster scan is used. The image presented in Fig. 2 is the result of segmenting the image shown in Fig.  1 using the MCV algorithm. The 27 largest "blobs" found are shown. The different objects identified are shown in different colors. It can be seen that the road and the sky are clearly identified. The large tree on the left hand side of the image is also identified, however its shadow is included as part of the identified object. The larger of the trees on the right hand side of the image is clearly identified and parts of the other trees on the right hand side are also identified. Another segmentation result is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
The MCV algorithm results in a sequence of partitions each of which can be considered as a collection of superpixels [12] .
As mentioned above it has been found experimentally that the results of the segmentation are better when π pixels is random. This means that, in principle, the MCV algorithm is stochastic. Different segmentations result when different random permutation of pixels are used. It has been found experimentally that the differences Figure 1 : Image from Google street view are quite small, the Rand index [13] of pairs of segmentations obtained using different random pixel permutations is small. Further work may involve formal investigation of this property from a theoretical point of view. Additionally, future work may involve incorporation of further concepts from the concurrent vision approach into an integrated vision system such as using information such as the NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index) and other features to inform region merging at different levels in a system for the interpretation of remotely sensed images for the detection of trees e.g. see [14] .
Conclusion
The (sequential) MCV image labeling algorithm has been described. It is a (semi-) hierarchical algorithm which may generate a simple segmentation partition or a multiresolution sequence of partitions. It utilizes an MRF image model in order to evaluate sub-images for homogeneity. In the case of a Gaussian MRF this can be effected by a hardwired feed-forward neural network. The algorithm executes very rapidly on the Berkely segmentation benchmark dataset images and the merge operation of the algorithm is massively parallelizable. The algorithm generalizes to nD signals such as 1D (e.g. speech) or 3D (e.g. video). The MCV algorithm as we have described is fully unsupervised. However it is expected that more effective scene understanding systems will form if the algorithm is generalized to a supervised algorithm in future work. Such a generalization may involve more sophisticated merge acceptance functions involving updating of confidence levels using Bayesian methodology.
